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Abstract: In this paper we will analyze the mixture of greedy and gradient primarily based technique is meant for power allocation in orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing (OFDM) -based psychological feature radio networks. the facility allocation drawback subject to a mutual interference constraint is taken into account. we tend to utilize the greedy and gradient descent approach to assign power to subcarriers in psychological feature radio (CR) networks. The planned greedy and gradient -based power allocation technique with a handy step size will approximate the optimum answer inside many iterations. underneath the condition of fairly smart system utilization, the planned algorithmic rule introduces a unique assignment technique referred to as approach of greedy and gradient primarily based distribution, that makes it doable to realize higher fairness. For comparison functions, a greedy power-loading technique and gradient loading technique requiring varied iterations is additionally designed for this power allocation drawback. Simulation results show that the planned algorithmic rules are able to do higher honestness compared with the existed greedy fair algorithm, whereas system utilization is close to or higher than that of honest algorithmic rule.
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1. Introduction

Cognitive radio (CR), built on software-defined radio, has been proposed as a means to improve the utilization of wireless spectrum resources (Ref). Spectrum sensing is a core technology upon which the entire operation of cognitive radio rests. It enables unlicensed users (also referred to as secondary users or cognitive users) to communicate with each other over licensed bands by detecting spectrum holes (Ref)[1].

Current wireless networks are characterized by a static spectrum allocation policy, where governmental agencies assign wireless spectrum to license holders on a long-term basis for large geographical regions. Recently, because of the increase in spectrum demand, this policy faces spectrum scarcity in particular spectrum bands. In contrast, a large portion of the assigned spectrum is used sporadically, leading to underutilization of a significant amount of spectrum. Hence, dynamic spectrum access techniques were recently proposed to solve these spectrum inefficiency problems[2].

The rapid growth of wireless communication, the available resources of wireless spectrums are becoming scarcer, impeding the application of new techniques. Cognitive radio (CR) has been widely accepted as an effective method to improve wireless spectrum utilization. It can perceive and detect the dynamic changes of idle wireless spectrums, and make the unused spectrum available to cognitive users. The CR system must not affect the normal communications of the license users (LUs). The cognitive users (CUs) can communicate with each other by automatically searching and utilizing the idle spectrum. Therefore, CR is the most effective way of solving the problem of spectrum scarcity. Regarding to OFDM-based CR systems, the authors in studied the mutual interference caused by the non orthogonality between CUs and LUs using the convex optimization theory. The authors in examined the resource allocation plan in an OFDM-based CR network. According to the traditional power allocation scheme (such as water-filling algorithm), more power should be distributed to the sub carrier with a higher quality channel[3].

Figure: Overview of cognitive radio: a) the spectrum hole concept; b) cognitive radio transceiver architecture

Cognitive radio networks will provide high bandwidth to mobile users via heterogeneous wireless architectures and dynamic spectrum access techniques[2]. However, CR networks impose challenges due to the fluctuating nature of the available spectrum, as well as the diverse QoS requirements of various applications. To provide a better understanding of CR networks, this article presents recent developments and open research issues in spectrum management in CR networks. More specifically, the discussion is focused on the development of CR networks that require no modification of existing networks.
An unequal bit-loading algorithm for a non-contiguous OFDM-Based CR system. In fact, such an interference limited scenario limits the transmit power as well as the achievable transmission rate of CR users. Hence, the design problem is that, given an interference threshold prescribed by the primary users, how much power each CR user’s subcarrier should have, so that the transmission rate of CR users could be maximized. An optimal power allocation scheme using Lagrange formulation. This scheme maximizes the downlink transmission rate of CUs, while keeping the interference induced to the primary users below a threshold. However, the total power constraint was not considered in this paper.

In order to address these challenges, each CR user in the CR network must:
- Determine which portions of the spectrum are available
- Select the best available channel
- Coordinate access to this channel with other users
- Vacate the channel when a licensed user is detected

These capabilities can be realized through spectrum management functions that address four main challenges: spectrum sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing, and spectrum mobility.

2. Cognitive Radio Network Architecture

A comprehensive description of the CR network architecture is essential for the development of communication protocols that address the dynamic spectrum challenges. The CR network architecture is presented in this section.

NETWORK COMPONENTS The components of the CR network architecture, as shown in Figure, can be classified as two groups: the primary network and the CR network.

The primary network (or licensed network) is referred to as an existing network, where the primary users have a license to operate in a certain spectrum band. If primary networks have an infrastructure, primary user activities are controlled through primary base stations. Due to their priority in spectrum access, the operations of primary users should not be affected by unlicensed users. The CR network (also called the dynamic spectrum access network, secondary network, or unlicensed network) does not have a license to operate in a desired band. Hence, additional functionality is required for CR users to share the licensed spectrum band. CR networks also can be equipped with CR base stations that provide single-hop connection to CR users. Finally, CR networks may include spectrum brokers that play a role in distributing the spectrum resources among different CR networks.

3. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)

OFDM is a wideband wireless digital communication technique that is based on block modulation. With the wireless multimedia applications becoming more and more popular, the required bit rates are achieved due to OFDM multicarrier transmissions. OFDM is a subset of frequency division multiplexing in which a single channel utilizes multiple sub-carriers on adjacent frequencies. In addition the sub-carriers in an OFDM system are precisely orthogonal to one another. Thus, they are able to overlap without interfering. As a result, OFDM systems are able to maximize spectral efficiency without causing adjacent channel interference. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing is commonly implemented in many emerging communications protocols because it provides several advantages over the traditional FDM approach to communications channels.

More specifically, OFDM systems allow for greater spectral efficiency reduced inter-symbol interference (ISI), and resilience to multi-path distortion.
Multicarrier modulation is commonly employed to combat channel distortion and improve the spectral efficiency. Multicarrier Modulation schemes divide the input data into bands upon which modulation is performed and multiplexed into the channel at different carrier frequencies so that information is transmitted on each of the sub carriers, such that the sub channels are nearly distortion less. In conventional OFDM system, IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform) and FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) are used to multiplex the signals together and decode the signal at the receiver respectively. In this system, the Cyclic Prefix is added before transmitting the signal to channel. But in wavelet based transmission technique has stronger ability of suppressing ISI and ICI than the conventional OFDM scheme[14],[15].

5. Adaptive Forward-Backward Greedy Algorithm

The main strength of forward greedy algorithm is that it always works with a sparse solution explicitly and thus computationally efficient. Moreover, it does not significantly over fit the data due to the explicit sparsity. However, a major problem is its inability to correct any error made by the algorithm. On the other hand, backward greedy steps can potentially correct such an error, but need to start with a good model that does not completely over fit the data — it can only correct errors with a small amount of over fitting. Therefore a combination of the two can solve the fundamental flaws of both methods. However, a key design issue is how to implement a backward greedy strategy that is provably effective. Some heuristics exist in the literature, although without any effectiveness proof.

Greedy for unweighted $m$ machine interval scheduling

Sort $T = \{I_1, \ldots, I_n\}$ so that $f_1 \leq f_2 \leq \ldots f_n$

$S := \emptyset$

For $j = 1..m$

$t_j := 0$  % $t_j$ is the current finishing time on machine $j$

End For

For $i = 1..n$

If there exists $j$ such that $t_j \leq s_i$ then

schedule $I_i$ on that machine $j$ which minimizes $s_i - t_j$;

$t_j := f_i$

End If

End For

6. Adaptive Gradient Algorithm:

The power allocation problem with interference constraint is solved by gradient based method. In this method the gradient vector on the constraint vector is projected to obtain a feasible direction. Some subcarriers are assigned with zero power and this subcarriers are not considered for power allocation. The Euclidean projection operation is performed for the power allocation onto the interference constraint. The step size is predetermined or adaptively adjusted in iterations. This gradient based method contains two components gradient descent approach and the Euclidean projection technique[7],[16].

The proposed gradient based method with Euclidean projection technique and adaptive selection of step size and weighting factor is used to solve the problem of power allocation in OFDM based CR network. To obtain optimal solution in fast rate the step size and weighting factor should be adaptively set in iterations. The optimal solution is obtained by gradient based with step size and adaptive weighting factor is also used to obtain optimal solution. The proposed gradient based method with low computational complexity of O(N) achieves a good performance in small iterations. The algorithms attempt to maximize the total throughput of the CR system (secondary users) subject to the total power constraint of the CR system and tolerable interference from and to the licensed band (primary users).
Adaptive critics As stated previously there is a difference between adaptive critics and techniques from optimal control using back propagation of utility In optimal control one often poses an optimization problem that is solved for optimal feedback parameters given a system model The solution is then fed with the estimated system parameters to give optimal parameters for the system at hand Adaptive critics on the other hand try to model the value function or one of its relatives describing the long term reward This estimate can then be used to add optimal feedback in a number of ways as will be described later. Another difference is that some of the adaptive critics do not need to estimate an explicit model of the environment and that stochastic systems can be treated within the framework. Adaptive decision feedback equalization (DFE) has been widely used in single-carrier transmission systems as an effective technique for reducing the introduced Inter symbol Interference (ISI). Moreover, it has been shown that for the particular class of channels we consider here, and under reasonable assumptions concerning the filter sizes, both the DFE filters\[8\].

7. An Adaptive Two-Point Step Size Gradient Algorithm

Combined the two-point step size gradient method and our adaptive non-monotone line search, we then obtain a new gradient algorithm for unconstrained optimization. Due to its adaptivity in choosing its reference value, we call the new algorithm as adaptive two-point step size gradient (ATSG) algorithm in this paper. A full description of the algorithm is given as follows.

Algorithm (An adaptive two-point stepsize gradient algorithm).

Step 0 (Give the starting point and initialize the parameters).

(i) Given $0 < a_{min} < a_{max}, 0 < c_1 < c_2 < 1$ and $e \geq 0$, set $k := 1$.

(ii) Given positive integers $P > M > L$ and constants $y_1, y_2 \geq 1$, $y_3 > 1$.

(iii) Pick up $x_0 \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $a_0, a_1, a_2 \in [a_{min}, a_{max}]$ and compute $d_1 = -g_1$.

(iv) Set $l := 0$, $p := 0$ and $f_{max} = f_0 = f(x_0)$.

Step 1 (Test if the stopping condition holds). If $|a_l| \leq e$, stop.

Step 2. Compute a stepsize $a_l$ and update $f_l$ and $f_{max}$ etc. by algorithm 2.1.

Step 3 (Update the estimation and compute a new search direction).

$$s_{k+1} = x_k + a_k d_k, d_{k+1} = -g_{k+1}.$$  

Step 4 (Compute the first trial stepsize $a_{k+1}^{(1)}$).

(i) If $f_{k+1} \leq 0$, $a_{k+1}^{(1)} = a_{max}$, otherwise $a_{k+1}^{(1)} = \max[a_{max}, \min(T_k/s_k, 1, a_{max})]$.

Step 5. $k := k + 1$ and go to Step 1.

8. Simulation Results

In this section, simulation is executed to analyze the performance on both spectrum utilization and allocation fairness of the proposed algorithms, and compare them with greedy, gradient and combination greedy and gradient algorithms. The channel availability is assumed to be fixed during the executions of the algorithms. Although the system utilization is measured by frequency use efficiency is more generally, the more channels each node is assigned, the better utilization the system owns. The fairness metric is the variance of channel allocations among nodes in each assignment.

Emerging wireless technologies, such as sensor and relay networks[15], have found applications in cooperative communications. In fact, users of a wireless network can cooperate by relaying each other’s messages thus improving the communications reliability. However, the limited communication resources, such as battery lifetime of the devices and the scarce bandwidth, challenge the design of such cooperative communication schemes.
In this paper, we have proposed two algorithms on the basis of the existing fair algorithm, while system utilization is equal to or more than that of greedy and gradient method which is near fair algorithm.

As shown in Figure, the simulation result shows that the utilization of cognitive radio networks in between the combination of greedy and gradient based algorithm, and is better than that of greedy and gradient method which is near fair algorithm.

![Figure: Comparison of Greedy and gradient methods](image1)

As shown in Figure, the simulation result shows that the utilization of cognitive radio networks in between the combination of greedy and gradient based algorithm, and is better than that of greedy and gradient method which is near fair algorithm.

![Figure: Comparison of Existing and Proposed method](image2)

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed two algorithms on the basis of the previous work on greedy based spectrum allocation algorithms. The power allocation problem with the mutual interference constraint in OFDM-based CR networks is resolved by using the proposed greedy and gradient based method with the Euclidean projection technique and the method of the adaptive selection for the step size and the weighting factor, which has been proposed. Under the condition of fairly good system utilization, a novel assignment method called approach of greedy and gradient based distribution is introduced, by which better fairness has been achieved in CR networks. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms can achieve better fairness compared with greedy and gradient method off better fair algorithm, while system utilization is equal to or more than that of the existed fair algorithm.
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